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Dear Zionist Activist/Student -
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In light of recent events at Harvard, B.(r., U.-Mass., Amherst
and elsewhere, it has become evident that there is a need for inter
campus discussion and coordination regarding such activities.
Individual Zionist groups, indeed, individual Jews, often find them
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selves all alone in dealing with these problems.
This is where the ADL can help. On NOVEl-mER IS, at 4:00 at the
ADL, (72 Franklin St., Boston), there will bE~ the first meeting of
the Steering Committee for the ADL campus Hasbara Network. This is
simply a fancy name for students, who, like yourselves, have been
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HI---How is your fall sem~=ster going? I 'rn writing to inform
you that the New England Regional Office of the Anti-Defamation LeaguE
(ADL) is putting together its 1983-84 program, designed to help Jewish
students deal with anti-Zionist and anti-Semitic activities on t~e
college campuses.
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involved in Zionist activities on campus and wish to benefit from
8Lt the same time, gain
educational inforrna t ion and advice from the ADL.
contact 'flith other committed activists, and,
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The ADL has brought Raanan Gissin, an officer in the Israeli
Defense Forces, in from Israel to speak on the Israeli military statu~
and strategy in Lebanon--something that we are~ all concerned about in
light of recent events.
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At this meeting, we T,t;7ill also discuss
along to you at this time.
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I believe the steering committee will take little time away from
your other (undoubtedly Zionist) activities and should prove to be
quite helpful. I hope to see you on the lSth
d
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1983-84 ADL Student Coordinator
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P.s.

Please RSVP to the ,ADL Office at 542-4977 if you a-re planning
to attend and, feel free to invite interested friends.

